
 

 
                       

 
Programs held in Galloway Library on Jimmy Leeds Road, 

Galloway Township - 7:30 pm, on the 4th Wednesday of 
every month except November and December 

 Light refreshments served 
Please feel welcome to bring your own coffee/soda/water 


 

UPCOMING PROGRAMS: 
There are no general programs in November or December. 
 

You should have received your invitation to the December 
12 Holiday Party (fundraiser) in your AtlanticCurrents email. 

If not, please contact Becky at: (609) 384-4599 
 

January 26, 2011: Michael J. Kennish, of the Rutgers 
University Marine Field Station, a field facility of the Rutgers 
University Institute of Marine and Coastal Sciences, and 
winner of the 2009 award from NOAA and the National 
Estuarine Research Reserve Association for outstanding 
contributions to the National Estuarine Research Reserve 
System will speak about coastal bay ecosystems. 

  


 

ROAD CLEAN-UPS: Please Help!!!!! 
No need to call – just show up! – or find group on route 

 

Drosera Avenue Contact: 

Kathy & John Peterson: (609) 965-5748 
2010: Dec. 5 (Sunday) – 9:00 am 
Meet at Drosera &Cologne Aves. 
 

Great Creek Road Contact: 
Gaylord Inman: (609) 645-1470 
2010: Dec 18 (Saturday) – 7:00 am 
Meet at Rte#9 and Great Creek Rd. 
 


 - New column on page 3 

 
Recently, a member suggested that a “Letters to the Editor” 
column might be a constructive addition to the newsletter. 
Since I have occasionally received a few comments over the 
years, I thought this might be something that members 
would find interesting, educational and, perhaps, amusing. 
To get started, I have selected a few of the most recent 
letters I have received. As time goes on, I hope you will all 
contribute something. See suggestions on page 3. 


 

Get Kids Involved with BirdSleuth 
 

Did you know that the Cornell Lab 
offers a curriculum to engage children 
in science and birding?  
     Help spread the word to teachers, 
afterschool programs, and parents of 
homeschoolers.  
 

Go to: http://www.birds.cornell.edu/birdsleuth/ 
 
 
 
 

Grey-breasted Parakeet – one of Brazil’s 22 critically 
endangered birds – with permission from BirdLife International 

 


 

MEMBER PARTICIPATION REQUESTED 
 

Starting with this issue and continuing, there will be three 
columns in which you may participate. 
  

*Letters to the Editor - page 3 
*Conservation News - page 2 

                           *Community News - page 2 
Also, be sure to send in your backyard photos! 

     
If you have any constructive comments on issues, or if you 
would like to voice a new one, please send to either: 
donnaSL8@comcast.net or AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net  
 


USING AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net  
{ED: Donna Sleight – donnaSL8@comcast.net } 

 

Most of you know that our pdf newsletter is sent to you from 
the Atlantic Audubon email address above.  
     Recently, it has also been used to notify you of up-
coming meetings or field trips – and changes.  
     Occasionally, it is also used to send you invitations from 
Cornell Lab of Ornithology, and from other members. 
      All requests to send out invitations or event 
announcements should be sent to: 
 AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net or donnaSL8@comcast.net  

 

A FEW GUIDELINES FOR USE:  
*All invitations or events should be useful information for 
our members and not a solicitation for a charity. 
*Submissions: environmental or bird-related themes only. 
 

 We try to keep announcements at a minimum and send 
them in an email if time-sensitive before next newsletter is 
published. Please be assured that your private email 
address will not be given out to any person or organization. 

NEWSLETTER of the ATLANTIC AUDUBON SOCIETY    WINTER 2010 - 2011 
(Osprey Image courtesy of Dr. Lou Newman) 

 
 

http://www.birds.cornell.edu/birdsleuth/
mailto:donnaSL8@comcast.net
mailto:AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net
mailto:AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net
mailto:donnaSL8@comcast.net
mailto:AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net
mailto:donnaSL8@comcast.net
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CONSERVATION COMMITTEE NEWS: by Gaylord Inman 
 

     We were successful at our September 1, 2010 meeting at 
the County Parks and Advisory Board to convince them that 
more oversight is needed in selection of projects requiring 
use of County Open Space funding. The Board will become 
more proactive in the selection process. More detail on 
traffic can be found in the Community News section. 
      At our October 6, 2010 meeting the following areas 
where traffic congestion is a problem in the County include:  

  

 
Somers Point/Ocean City Bridge and roads leading to the 
bridge, especially in the summer on Friday, Sat. & Sun. 

 

AC Expressway and Parkway exits 
Main Street in Pleasantville 

Tilton Road and Route 9 
Tilton and Delilah Roads 

Black Horse Pike and Cologne Av 
Mill Street and White Horse Pike 

Fire Road and Route 40 
Fire and Mill Roads 

Ocean Heights and Zion Road 
English Creek Road between Route 40 and Zion Road 

Jimmie Leeds Road and the Parkway Exit 
Shore Road and Route 30 

 

It is requested that all readers respond and include 
locations in your community where the most congested 
intersections occur and include worst days and 
times. What are the effects of this and what do you think can 
be done? 

 
  

 

 REFUGE NEWS – By Ed Bristow 
Some good news finally! The new refuge manager will be Virginia Rettig, who was previously Deputy Manager at the 
Cape May Refuge and most recently in the Regional Office. She is expected to be on station in the latter part of 
November. Other vacant positions will definitely be filled in the relatively near future. 
     Shorebirds are pretty well finished, as they head south. Waterfowl numbers are increasing and should be more visible, 
as the impoundments fill up with the recent rains. Hawks have been migrating in some numbers and many egrets are still 
hanging around. Good times to visit are right after a storm, before the birds head elsewhere. 
     The Visitor Contact Station is now undergoing final checks and fix-ups with the hope that they will be done before the 
end of October. Final inspection is scheduled for November 1st, and if the Regional engineers are satisfied with the job, 
the building will hopefully open before the end of November. Some work on the store setup has to wait for the clearance, 
but should be completed within 2 weeks of gaining access. We'll put the opening date on the 
website and Facebook when it is firm. 
  

A "NEW" OLD FOCUS – By Ed Bristow 
President Becky Hedden, Gerrie Satz and Ed Bristow slogged through the rain on October 1st 
to Greenwich, CT for a regional meeting preceding the quarterly Board Meeting of the National 
Audubon Society. It gave us the opportunity to meet the new president, David Yarnold, who 
comes to Audubon from a similar position at the Environmental Defense Fund. One of the 
things he focused on was building up the local grass roots, i.e. the local chapters. Becky and 
Gerrie cornered him and questioned how he would be helping the NJ chapters. No clear 
answer was heard, though he promised to look into the situation. Ed had a reunion with a 
number of National Audubon staff and introduced them to Becky and Gerrie. An overnight stay 
in Stamford allowed for a pleasant sunny ride home. 
     Some background: From the 50's into the 70's, chapter building was a major focus of NAS. There were 8 in NJ, plus 
one that straddled the Delaware into PA and later became solely a PA chapter. In the 80's and 90's the focus shifted to 
state offices and nature centers. As a result, many chapters folded due to lack of support, particularly in states with strong 
State Audubon Societies (like NJ) or with no support from NAS. Although we have worked well with New Jersey Audubon, 
there has been minimal support from National. Of the 8 former chapters, only 4 are still active, including Atlantic Audubon. 
     Having been involved with what now is a list of 5 presidents, I can only hope that our new one means what he said 
several times - that he wants to build up the "grassroots base". I wish him well, but seeing is believing. 
 

 

COMMUNITY NEWS: Readers can Google: Atlantic County Executive Budget message presented by Dennis Levinson, 
County Executive on January 18, 2005, which indicated that many of these listed roads (see Conservation News) were 
included in a 2004 "Aggressive Transportation Infrastructure Improvement Program."  Mr. Levinson went on to state: "In 
the coming year, our Department of Planning will continue its aggressive program to address the increasing problem of 
traffic congestion in Atlantic County." Five years later, Atlantic County traffic is worse than ever…..and inappropriate 
development without planning for the increase in traffic continues. This problem affects the health and welfare of residents 
and visitors of Atlantic County.  
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Send contributions to: donnaSL8@comcast.net - If you wish to remain anonymous, please note 

When sending in your contribution, please mention the issue you are referring to. 
 

Have you recently read an article or story in the newsletter that made you MAD, SAD, or GLAD and 
wished you could make a comment? Well, here’s your chance to be heard, and you can do so 
anonymously if you wish. Just make sure you don’t use strong language and please keep a 
sensitive-to-others state of mind. All of your opinions count, but please present them in an 
educated and adult way. Flaming will be edited. 

 

Ideas for discussion: constructive criticism; thoughts for local conservation efforts; opinions with suggested solutions; etc. 
 

From Gaylord Inman: Regarding the California condor (see FALL 2010 issue) - when I was between semesters in 
college, I was in the mountains in southern California and was pretty sure I saw one. That's when they were really rare. It 
was somewhat out of the range that they were typically observed, but because of its size, it is hard not to identify. Of 
course, when I reported it to my ornithology professor he brushed it off, not believing my observation. 
     This species is an example of success in management of an endangered species. California Fish and Game and the 
US Fish and Wildlife Service are agencies that worked very hard to restore the species. I am sure other State, Federal 
and local groups, such as birders and ranchers were devoted to the cause and deserve credit also. Without funding it 
would have not been possible, so even the politicians deserve credit for increased numbers of this species. Another 
success story includes management of the whooping crane. 
 
From Alexander Nevsky (a previous contributor): I’m always hyped to see my articles printed in your publication. Even 
though they are a bit “out there”, I always try to tackle a problem head on and find the right solution. Thanks for offering 
me the opportunity to express my opinions and hats off to you for a cool and radically different newsletter! 
{ED: Alexander most recently wrote: “The Case Against CO2”, Summer 2010 issue and “Roads, Snow, Salt, Rust”, Spring 
2010 issue.} 
 
From Jill VanSwerengen: I’ve seen reference to banding in your newsletter more than once and I am wondering if this 
malicious practice is condoned by all members of Audubon. I understand that researchers obtain data on bird migration. 
However, birds banded while still in nests are sometimes de-toed by their moms (parent birds trying to remove “parasites” 
from their young). Also, there have been many cases of birds getting bands caught leaving the bird to die a horrible death. 
     I personally care about the life of just one bird, opposed to what researchers think they need to know. One would have 
to wonder WHY they still need to band a bird when they now have satellites and supercomputers to help track the 
movements of birds. The leading science journal “Nature” recently had an article about the Cornell Lab, as well as 
Audubon being involved in a joint project that will allow them 100,000 hours of computing time where scientists will get a 
new view on the movements of birds.  
     Do you really think birds enjoy this behavior? Think of the stress. Is banding “NATURE”? NO, IT IS NOT! 

 


 

BOOK REVIEW: 

“The Wilderness Warrior” 
by Douglas Brinkley 

 

Reviewed by Ed Bristow 
(A great Christmas present for birdwatchers, 

environmentalists and anyone who enjoys the outdoors) 
 

Whatever you thought you knew about President Teddy 
Roosevelt as a naturalist, you will be astounded, as I 
was, to learn a great deal more about our remarkable 
25

th
 President. I thought I had a good grasp of his 

involvement with nature and the outdoors, as well as his 
record as an environmentalist during his presidency.  
     A new book, “The Wilderness Warrior” by Douglas 
Brinkley, should certainly give you a greater appreciation 
of his contributions to our country’s early environmental 
development. Read in the light of today’s problems, it 
establishes T.R.’s position as a thinker well ahead of his 
time. 
     Beginning with his childhood focus on the outdoors, 
on through his schooling and his political life, he was a 

bull horn for nature, 
the environment and 
the need for controls 
on the use of 
resources. He was 
friendly with all the 
major naturalists, 
founder of the Boone 
& Crockett Club, 
involved in the 
founding of the 
Smithsonian Zoo, the 

Bronx Zoo, author of articles for Field and Stream, as 
well as a number of books on his own adventures in the 
west and elsewhere. 
     The material is well researched by the author with an 
extensive appendix on the verifying documents and 
other resources, including Roosevelt’s writings.  
     At 817 pages, it is not an afternoon read. Take it in 
small doses, a chapter or two at a time will do nicely - 
that’s what this doctor recommends. 

 

Whooo’s 
Got 

Mail? 

mailto:donnaSL8@comcast.net
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Hey! My name is “Jake.” I am a member of the class of ’10 (Black Skimmers that hatched in 2010). I am now seven 

weeks of age and almost as large as my parents (see last image). I’m one of the lucky ones; only 25% of my class has made it 
this far.  Since our parents nest in colonies on the beach by making a “scrape” in the sand, we are very vulnerable to a host of 
perils, including high tide flooding, predation by crows and laughing gulls, infanticide by neighboring adults and sibling 
rivalry. It is a wonder any of us make it. The photographer taking the images that follow, documented nestlings killing their 
siblings, adults chasing, mauling and taking off with chicks, and gulls swooping in to grab chicks. And you would not believe 
the competition and squabbling within the colony. We grow fast and start to fly at four weeks. However, our lower bill does 
not start to grow longer than our upper bill until about 28 days, so we remain dependent on our parents until we can learn to 
skim for fish ourselves. I can’t wait to be able to explore this crazy world. All the best, Jake 
 

Check out Lou’s 2010 Art Gallery Exhibit “Wild and Wonderful” on his web site: www.lounewmanphotography.com 
Images by Lou Newman, Sarasota, Florida, June and July, 2010. 

Images captured with a Canon EOS-1D Mark IV camera and a Canon 400mm f/4 IS DO lens. 
================================================================================================ 

 
              My Dad skimming for fish                          That’s me, Jake, two days after hatching                Aerial combat over nesting territory 

 
    Infanticide - competition within colony           Nice fish, Dad - I’ll swallow it whole, headfirst     Sibling rivalry & fratricide - strongest fed first 

  
It’s getting late - I thought you’d never get back          Watch out for that one; she’s mean               First tentative short flight –4 weeks of age 

 
A big wing stretch - Mom is close to protect me      5 weeks of age & flying, but not too far                7weeks - flying well - parents still feed me 
 

http://www.lounewmanphotography.com/
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PINECONE FEEDER - A GREAT WINTER PROJECT 

This pinecone feeder only takes about an hour to complete. 
  

Hang it in the backyard as a great nutritious treat for your wild bird friends to enjoy. 
 

These measurements are for 2-3 LARGE PINE CONES: 
 

1/4 cup lard 

1/4 cup peanut butter 

1 1/2 cups cornmeal or oatmeal  
Small assortment of berries, raisins, dried fruit, nuts, sunflowers or other seeds, etc. (about 1/2 to 3/4 cup) 
Fishing line, string or wire 
 

1 - Melt the lard and peanut butter together over low heat in a saucepan 
2 - Stir in the cornmeal or oatmeal 
3 - Let mixture cool  
4 - Attach the fishing line, string or wire to the top of the pine cone to use as a hanger 
5 - Spread the cooled mixture between the scales of your pine cone 
6 - Decorate your pine cone with the remaining assortment of ingredients by placing them onto the pine cone   
     (They will attach to the mixture already on the cone) 
7 - Chill the pine cone in the refrigerator until the entire mixture hardens 

 


 

ABOUT GRASS and TREES - (anonymous) 
 

The Arbor Day Foundation: Trees help provide us with clean 

air, soil, and water, and help slow global warming by absorbing 
carbon dioxide. They cool our neighborhoods and our homes so 
we use less energy, and they provide homes for millions of 
species that are integral parts of the ecosystem of our planet. 
Trees, in short, are priceless to us, to the Earth, to our future. 
 
The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 
Division of Water Quality: Maintain a small lawn and keep the 

rest of your property or yard in a natural state with trees and 
other native vegetation that requires little or no fertilizer. 
 

An observer: What in the world happened to all the dandelions, 

violets, thistle and stuff started eons ago? It was a perfect, no-
maintenance garden plan. Those plants grow in any type of soil, 
withstand drought and multiply with abandon. Nectar from the 
blossoms attracts butterflies, honeybees and flocks of songbirds. 
Now, there are just those green rectangles…called lawns. 
      

Somewhere, down the road, homeowners started calling all the 
flowers “weeds” and went to great lengths to kill them and 
replace them with grass. What a shame, as grass does not 
attract butterflies, birds, or bees, only grubs and sod worms.  
     But…..people go to great pains to grow it and keep it green.  
 

Here is the plan: 

1- Starting in spring - Fertilize grass and poison any other plant 
that crops up in the lawn. 
2- Hope for rain and warm weather to make grass grow quickly. 
3- As soon as it grows a little, cut it. 
4- Rake up cuttings, put into bags, and throw away. 
5-When grass stops growing so fast, drag out hoses and pay 
more money to water. 
6- Continue to mow it and pay to get rid of it. 
 

It’s the same with trees. Trees grow leaves in spring to provide 
beauty and shade in the summer. In autumn, leaves fall to the 
ground and form a natural blanket to keep moisture in the soil 
and protect the trees and bushes. Plus, as they rot, the leaves 
form compost to enhance the soil.  
     But…..as soon as the leaves fall, the nonsense starts again.  
Here is the plan: 

1- Rake leaves into piles and pay to have them hauled away. 
2- After they are hauled away, in order to protect the shrub and 
tree roots in the winter and to keep the soil moist and loose, go 
out and buy “mulch”.  
3- Haul the mulch home and spread around in place of leaves. 
4- Try not to remember that mulch was obtained by cutting down 
trees and grinding them up to make the mulch. 
 

What are you going to do to change your yard?

 
 

The Story of the Mighty Acorn - by the late Claire Gerber - (photo by L. James Meyers) 

 

If you live in Atlantic County, you hear what sounds like mini-guns going off in early fall. Not hail, much 

less rain, on the roof, but acorns falling. The word acorn comes from the Germanic og, which comes 
from an old (very old) word meaning fruit berry. (Yes, Virginia, our acorn is a berry.) If all this confuses 
you, just forget it and think about the wonderful little brown objects that nature drops so plentifully, most 
years. Were you taught that great oaks from little acorns grow? You must know that they also grow 
from great squirrels. 
     There are 43 varieties of oak trees in the world, and every darn one of them has acorns. Oaks are 
in the beech family, but they’re not found at the beach, so don’t go looking for acorns in the sand. (That’s a corny joke, so skip it.) 
     Some acorns taste bitter, after being boiled, and some taste sweet. Farmers feed them to farrows, although not all little pigs will eat 
them. Discriminating humans, piggy or not, may gather acorns soon after they fall. How edible they are depends on how tan they are. 
Ten minutes of boiling will prove whether they’re bitter or better. When they taste good, you can eat them and think you’re chomping on 
expensive cashews. (The word cashew comes from the Portuguese, perhaps after a sneeze.) 
     But seriously folks, after you boil the acorns, you can peel the soft shells and scrape off the dark brown skin. Boil them another ten 
minutes, rinse them in cold water, and you have a real cool product. Then you cookie-sheet them in the oven, just long enough to dry 
them. Munch a few, put the rest in a blender; then they’re ready to put into muffins or bread, or even stuffing. 
     If you want to know more, ask any squirrel.  
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Hurricanes and Birds – posted by eNature.com 

Did you ever wonder about the effects of hurricanes and tropical storms on birds? 
{Edited for grammar and space} - Submitted by Gerri Satz 

 

While numbers are hard to come by, it is clear that a lot of birds are killed outright by 

hurricanes. This is especially true of seabirds, which have nowhere to seek shelter from these 
storms. Beaches may be littered with seabird carcasses following major storm events. Fall 
storms coincide with bird migration and may disrupt the migration patterns severely. Many 
birds get caught up in storm systems and blown far off course, often landing in inhospitable 
places or arriving too battered and weakened to survive. Others, while not killed or displaced 
by storms, may starve to death because they are unable to forage while the weather is poor. 
The number of birds that die may run into the hundreds of thousands. Healthy bird 
populations are able to withstand such losses and have done so for eons. However, 
hurricanes can have severe impacts on endangered species, many of which occur on tropical 

islands, often among the places hardest hit by hurricanes. For example, Hurricane Hugo in 1989 killed half of the wild Puerto Rican 
Parrots existing at that time. The Cozumel Thrasher, found only on Mexico’s Isla Cozumel, was pushed to the edge of extinction by 
Hurricane Gilbert in 1988. Hurricane Iniki may have wiped out the last survivors of three bird species when it hit Hawaii in 1992.  
     Apart from the direct, physical effects hurricanes may have on birds; they also can have detrimental effects on bird habitats. Cavity-
nesting species can be especially hard hit because the trees in which they nest often are blown down or snapped off at the cavity. 
Hurricane Hugo, which hit the Carolinas in 1989, destroyed most of the area’s nest trees of the endangered Red-cockaded 
woodpecker; one forest lost 87 percent of its nest trees and 67 percent of its woodpeckers. Only through the installation of artificial nest 
boxes have these populations been restored to pre-storm levels.  
     Although birds blown out of their normal haunts by storms often don’t survive, bird-watchers by the hundreds may flock to see them. 
Usually, such sightings involve seabirds blown inland and appearing on lakes and reservoirs. First state records of many species have 
been obtained in this way. Some birders even head into hurricanes to see lost birds, while others raptly study weather maps to try to 
predict where hurricane-swept birds will wind up. A few years back, during Isabel, birders were staked out in an organized fashion 
around New York’s Cayuga Lake to see what showed up. Land birds blown out to sea typically perish unnoticed.  
     It’s important to remember that the long-term effects of hurricanes on birds aren’t necessarily negative. Every disturbance event is 
bad for some species, but good for others. For instance, hurricanes create gaps in forests, creating habitat for species that require a 
brushy understory. Birds blown off course occasionally establish entirely new populations; such events may be responsible for much, if 
not most, colonization of remote islands by birds. Furthermore, hurricanes have been around for a long time and are part of the system 
in which birds evolved. It is only when they have impacts on species already pushed to the brink by humans, or if hurricane activity is 
increased by global climate change, that there is cause for concern.  

 
 

BOOK REVIEW: Wesley the Owl by Stacey O’Brien 
Reviewed by Gaylord Inman 

 

Wesley’s girl was the author Stacey O'Brien who is still active in 
Southern California. This book has made her famous in many 
countries where translated versions of the book have been 
published and sold. Her videos can be found on the Internet. 
  
This book is truly a love story, as both owl and 

girl were exquisitely bonded throughout two 
decades of Wesley's life. And, if you thought you 
knew everything about owls, you will be in for a 
treat and amazed at what you didn't know! 
     Stacey was destined to become a behavioral 
scientist after agreeing to care for a baby barn 
owl that could have never survived in the wild on 
its own. She endured unimaginable hardships; 
at least that is what we would think, in caring for 
Wesley. However, Stacey would never agree 
with this statement, as she chose to live with 
Wesley and admitted in the book that she would 
never regret spending every hour with him.  

     In caring for Wesley, Stacey had to make sure that he had a 
daily diet of mice, some 24,000 in his lifetime. There were also 
stressful situations where Wesley had no intentions of hurting 
Stacey, but actually scarred Stacey with deep cuts when he was 
frightened. Stacey understood that he meant no harm to her, so 
she was careful not to scold Wesley. This would have 
emotionally hurt the bird, as his intention was to love Stacey and 
never bring harm to her. This, in no way overshadowed such 

tender moments as when Wesley would hop on 
Stacey and carefully pry her eyelid open with 
his beak as a way to wake her up. 
     In reading the book, you have to concentrate 
equally on Wesley and Stacey if you are to 
learn all that you can about their individual 
characters and how they adapted to each other 
in a bond of love and understanding. Yes, they 
could communicate well with each other.  
     This astounding relationship can be 
understood and applied by every reader of this 
book, which will result in a more positive outlook 
on life. 







(Photo is a Reconstruction) 
 

In terms of public interest, prehistoric birds generally stand in the shadows of dramatic reptilian 

dinosaurs. However, a discovery was recently announced concerning a bird christened “Huge 
Pseudoteeth” (Pelagornis chilensis). 
     Writing in the September 2010 issue of the Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology, researchers at 

Chile’s National Museum of Natural History reveal that “Huge Pseudoteeth’s” wingspan measured an 
incredible 17 feet longer than that of any known bird, present or past. At an estimated 65 pounds, it 
also outweighed today’s heaviest flying bird, the 40 pound Kori Bustard. 
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(photos from Michigan) 
 

The weather and the 

birding have not been 
the best this year. The 
eagles didn't nest, nor 
did any of the loons on 
our lake. The eagles 
continue to perch here 

and serenade us off and on with their raucous chatter. They are 
noisy, but offer few picture opportunities 
with their random coming and goings.  
     Yesterday was different. It was a 
beautiful day and I took the camera and 
went looking. Near the east end of the lake 
is Stack's Bay, a shallow area that attracts 
the eagles and osprey. There was an adult 
eagle and I took several pictures as the 
bird looked around. Then it took off! I've 
mentioned my special sight for flying birds. 
It filled the bill yesterday allowing me to 
take this more or less dramatic picture of 
the bird in flight. The bird is just completing the down stroke at 
this point - great spectacle and happy to share it with you.  

     This young bird is 
just taking off and the 
wings are in down-
stroke giving lift and 
thrust. The "dishabille" 
as the French say is in 
the ragged edges of 
the primary feathers 
and the awkward 
deployment of the tail 
feathers. At the ends 
of the primary feathers 
on both wings you can 

see that the feathers are "split." This indicates hard usage. The 
young birds know how to fly instinctively, but they have to learn 
take off and landing. Frequently the landings are "controlled 
crashes" into the trees. Of course they learn quickly and this 
fellow is quite expert. However he has beaten 
up his primaries and tail rather badly. About the 
split feathers: A feather has a central stem or 
"rachis". The stem gives off a large number of 
"barbs" that go to make up the shape and mass 
of the feather. The barbs are independent 
structures, but are bound to one another by 
"barbules" which are a sort of a minute "Velcro" 
that attaches one barb to the other. This gives 
the feather aerodynamic form, mechanical 
strength and flexibility. If the barbs are forcefully 
separated, the barbules give way and cannot 
reattach themselves, thus "the split."  
     The flight feathers are very efficient and the bird seems to 
function just fine despite the damage.. The eagle will, of course, 
molt and grow new feathers, but the feathers are replaced one at 
a time. The eagle does not undergo a complete molt as do many 
smaller birds. Too, we've seen some dropped feathers that show 
considerable wear along the free edges. As a matter of fact, the 
feathers are extremely well engineered. They are composed of 
beta-keratin, a unique polymerized protein that is amazingly 
strong and flexible.  
     This bird looked great perched on the very top of this old jack 
pine. I was not able to get the bird in flight, and that's a shame as  

the plumage is 
perfect. Not a gap or 
ragged feather. So, I 
settled for this 
formal pose in the 
morning sun. 
     Notice the sky 
behind the bird. The 
blue is slightly 
accentuated. This 
will be much more 
obvious as October 
rolls on. The vivid 
dark blue against the colored leaves makes for great pictures. 

The fall sky is "bluer" for a reason. As the sun gets 
lower in the sky the number of near vertical rays 
decreases and the sun light enters the 
atmosphere obliquely. The blueness comes from 
the "Rayleigh" effect: the shorter wave lengths of 
light are diffused by molecules in the atmosphere 
and scattered back towards earth. So we see the 
darker blue light. In the fall, as the rays are 
oblique, more scattering takes place giving a more 
intense blue. This is always more obvious away 
from the sun. A similar phenomenon is seen in the 
spring for the same reason. 

     The loons have started to molt. In fact at least one is well on 
its way. Loons molt twice a year. They arrive in their black and 
white breeding 
plumage and 
then put on their 
utilitarian 
traveling feathers 
before migrating 
in the fall. The 
molting process 
involves an 
almost complete 
re-feathering and 
requires a great 
deal of energy. In some birds the feathers comprise as much as 
40% of the birds’ weight.  
     The loon will change over from the "tuxedo" to plain silvery 
tan. Last year there were birds that completely changed by the 
end of September. Migration usually takes place in late October 

or early November.  
     Since molting involves a lot of metabolism, 
the birds feed heavily during the process, and 
since reproduction also is energy dependent, it 
is rare for birds to do both at the same time. 
The loons do one thing at a time, and the 
molting involves a lot of grooming to remove the 
old feathers and make room for the new. This 
bird was working on the breast and the water 
was spotted with discarded white breast 
feathers. Watching the contortions it takes to 
preen is an amusing sight. The capacity of the 
bird to partially rollover in the water exposing 

the breast and under-
body area is truly 
amazing. 
     Note the changes 
around the neck and 
head. The extended leg 
shows two bands. All 
the birds I see seem to 
be banded. The only 
people allowed to 
disturb the wildlife are 
the naturalists!!! 
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DID YOU KNOW? - Submitted by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology 

by Laura Erickson - Photograph by Laura Erickson 
 

Just about everyone notices chickadees. Black-capped Chickadees are popular research subjects, readily 

nesting in artificial nest tubes, and distributed over a wide range in North America. Their vocalizations, 
interactions with other species, social hierarchies, food caching, winter survival, and brain-neuron 

regeneration make them fascinating research subjects. 
      In many species that mate for life and share nesting duties, male and female plumages look identical to our eyes. Chickadees see 
ultraviolet wavelengths, apparently detecting differences between males and females. To them, males have significantly brighter white 
and gray areas, larger bibs, and a stronger contrast between white and black areas than do females. Daniel Mennill of the University of 
Windsor and his colleagues detect and measure these differences using a spectrometer. Dan says, “After a decade of working wi th 
these birds, I still can’t distinguish a male from a female, or a high-ranking from a low-ranking male, even if I’m holding them in my 
hand. However, the spectrometer uncovers things that are hidden to our eyes. Birds’ eyes are so superior to ours that we expect that 
they pick up on these differences readily.”  

These findings provide scientific confirmation that there is more to chickadees than meets the eye. 

 
 

Dragonflies … Helpful and Mysterious 

Posted by eNature.com 
{Edited for grammar and space} 

Submitted by Gerri Satz 
 

If you were lucky, dragonflies joined the birds 

and butterflies in your Backyard Wildlife 
Habitat site this summer. Their presence, 
especially during cookouts and other outdoor 
activities is always enjoyed, as they eat those 
pesky mosquitoes and flies. Dragonflies are 
attracted to water. Therefore, if you have a 
birdbath, water garden or pond, you may also 
have dragonflies. 
     Dragonflies have roamed the earth for over 
300 million years. They have inspired both 
awe and fear in us with their fierce beauty and 
fascinating lifecycle. Born underwater to emerge from a life in 
mud and sand, a dragonfly nymph transforms into "a living flash 
of light," as Lord Tennyson once described them. The 2,500 

different species of dragonflies come in many colors -- blue, 
green, purple and bronze. Their aerial acrobatics are made 

possible by powerful wings that generate 
small tornadoes of air that keep the 
dragonfly moving at speeds of up to 60 
miles an hour. 
     Like many birds and some butterflies, 
dragonflies migrate. But unlike other 
migratory creatures, the phenomenon of 
dragonfly migration is very much shrouded 
in mystery. It is the combined flight 
patterns of millions of dragonflies that 
have become a mystery to modern 
researchers. You may have seen a group 
of dragonflies fly by and wondered with 
curiosity, "Where are they going?" As yet 
this remains unanswered, as do many 
questions. It is not even certain why 

dragonflies migrate. One day these mysteries may be solved. In 
the meantime, all we can do is watch them in awe, admire their 
beauty and thank them for being so helpful around the yard! 

 
 

 

Ithaca, NY: One backyard at a time, participants in Project 
FeederWatch are doing their part to unravel nature’s 
mysteries, by sharing information about the birds that visit 
their feeders from November to April. The 24th season of 

Project FeederWatch begins November 13, although new participants can join at any time. People of all ages and skill levels can be 
FeederWatchers and do their part to help researchers better understand trends in bird populations. Participants count the numbers and 
different species of birds at their feeders and enter their information at: www.FeederWatch.org   
     By collecting information from all these feeders in all these backyards, scientists at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology are able to track 
patterns in bird populations and movement from year to year, all across North America.  
     Here are just a few key findings based on nearly a quarter-century of FeederWatch data: 
          *Populations of Evening Grosbeaks, once one of our most common backyard birds, continue to decline. 
          *Many species are expanding their ranges to the north, including Northern Cardinals and Anna’s Hummingbirds.  
          *The non-native Eurasian Collared-Dove is invading North America at an unprecedented rate – it is now found in backyards from     

            Florida to Alaska.            “By engaging the public, we are able to pick up fluctuations that could be the result of climate change, 
habitat destruction, disease, or other environmental factors,” said 
project leader David Bonter. “These are large-scale changes that we 
would not be able to see without the massive amount of data we 
receive from our participants. Keeping an eye out in your own 
backyard can make a difference.”  
     To learn more about joining Project FeederWatch and to sign up, 
visit www.FeederWatch.org or call the Cornell Lab toll-free at (866) 
989-2473. In return for the $15 fee ($12 for Cornell Lab members) 
participants receive the FeederWatcher’s Handbook, an identification 
poster of the most common feeder birds, a calendar, complete 
instructions, and Winter Bird Highlights, an annual summary of 

FeederWatch findings.   
(Anna’s Hummingbird by Elden Allen – Evening Grosbeak by Jane Ogilivie) 

http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.feederwatch.org&srcid=25883&srctid=1&erid=4084815
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.feederwatch.org&srcid=25883&srctid=1&erid=4084815
http://www.feederwatch.org/
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.birds.cornell.edu&srcid=25883&srctid=1&erid=4084815
http://www.feederwatch.org/
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Oil Stops but Hard Work Begins 
Cornell Lab of Ornithology 

A very young Royal Tern chick with oiled belly 
 on Raccoon Island, Louisiana 

Image by Gerrit Vyn and Benjamin Clock 

 
BP’s Gulf Coast oil spill: It has been a relief to 
finally glimpse the end of the oil gusher. 
Scientists are less sure about the fate of 
underwater plumes of oil or the damage 
already done to fish and shellfish eggs and 
larvae. But the breakup of slicks represents 
some cautious good news for the pelicans, 
gulls, terns, and other birds, including 
migrating shorebirds and waterfowl at the risk 
of becoming coming with oil. 
     While the immediate danger may soon 
subside, the work to trace chronic impacts to bird 
populations is only beginning. In the long run, those 
impacts can take more of a toll than the headline-grabbing 
oil slicks (that was one of the key lessons from the Exxon 
Valdez spill. Scientists estimated that the number of birds 
harmed by long-term effects actually exceeded short-term 
deaths, which were estimated at about 250,000 seabirds. 
     Our team witnessed some less-obvious, but still 
serious effects of oil on Raccoon Island, LA. They saw 
pelican, Royal and Sandwich tern, and Black Skimmer 
chicks alive and moving around, but splotched or partially 
coated with oil. The birds weren’t debilitated, but closer 
observation, along with what we know from past research, 
still give cause for concern. 
     Many of the birds preened at their matted feathers, and 
with good reason. Oil clogs the feathers’ fine structure, 
depriving them of both their waterproofing and their ability 
to insulate. On shade-less beaches in 100-degree heat, 
those physical effects are dangerous enough, and they 
are compounded by chemical effects of the oil. Volatile 
compounds in oil irritate respiratory and digestive tracts 
and other compounds interfere with hormonal cycles and 
development, an especially damaging problem for young 
birds.  
     Benjamin Clock, one of our photographers and a 
seasoned field biologist as well, described what he had 
seen. “The oil on the beach had weathered and a whole 
bunch of it was buried by the tide, but that was the least 
dramatic part,” he said. “The most dramatic part was 
seeing Sandwich and Royal terns of all ages, everything 
from fledged chicks to downy chicks, some heavily oiled 

on their crests and their wings, others with dollops on their 
wings or a single dollop on the bell.” He told me he had 
seen moderately oiled tern chicks standing in the sun and 
drooping one or both wings, as if weakened and unwilling 
to spend the strength to fold their wings completely. 

     Attempting to aid these lightly oiled birds is 
difficult and can endanger them. As biologist 
Michael Seymour, of the Louisiana 

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, 
explained to me after our visit to an oiled 
mangrove island. Agency biologists pay 
close attention to oiled colonies, weighing 
that danger against the risks of disturbing a 

colony to conduct a rescue. Many lightly 
oiled birds can still fly, and even flightless 

chicks are agile runners. If rescuers were to 
chase down these birds, many other birds might 

leave their nests, be driven into the water, or otherwise 
come to harm through stress or exposure to predators. 
The biologists at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and 
Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries have the 
unenviable task of making these decisions, and we fully 
support the work they’re doing. 
     Our team didn’t visit the entire island and didn’t attempt 
a systematic survey of the number of oiled birds on the 
island. They visited only the eastern and western ends, 
where they saw what they judged to be a considerable 
number of oiled birds, most of them chicks. Clock said he 
thought oil must have arrived during a high tide that 
coincided with storm waves. Adult birds would have been 
able to take flight to get away, but the chicks couldn’t 
move away from the high water. 
     Yet even this oiling, small as it is in comparison to the 
now-famous early photos of oil-smothered pelicans, is a 
larger and more obvious effect than the ecological 
repercussions scientists must look for in the coming years. 
After the last rescued bird has been cleaned and the last 
seabird chick of the year has taken wing, we can assess 
the damage done to individuals, and we can begin to 
investigate the damage done to populations. 
     Birds exist near the top of their food webs. As with our 
own species’ recovery from the spill, effects won’t become 
entirely apparent until the oil has done its damage to 
plankton, seaweed, march grasses, fish eggs, shellfish 
beds, marine larvae, and so on. We’re thankful that the 
immediate problem seems at least to have stopped getting 
worse, But for ecologists, our work is only beginning.  

 
 

 

OF INTEREST from National Wildlife: 
Photos of Northern Junco & Northern Flicker 

by L. James Meyers 
 

Wildlife Watching: An online monitoring program for sharing 

wildlife experiences and helping National Wildlife track plants and 
animals nationwide. www.nwf.org/wildlifewatch  
 

Saving the Endangered: Habitat restoration and species 

monitoring for the benefit of imperiled plants and animals through 
National Wildlife. www.nwf.org  
 

Create a Low-Impact Backyard Habitat: Make your property more inviting to animals and have your 

property certified as an official NWF wildlife habitat. www.nwf.org/backyard 
 

http://www.nwf.org/wildlifewatch
http://www.nwf.org/
http://www.nwf.org/backyard
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                                                    Adult &Immature 

            Black Skimmers 

                  Juvenile Common Tern (bottom right) 

               Recent Trip to Malibu Beach 
                                      in Atlantic County, NJ 

 
 
 

                                            By Joe Delesantro 












 

Spider webs 
by Dr. George Anast 

 

We are all fascinated by spider webs. 

A few facts: Spider webs are webs in 
active use. Cobwebs are webs that 
have been abandoned by the spider. 
The web material is almost pure 
protein and is a form of silk. Amazingly 
strong, it is stronger than high quality 
steel of similar dimensions. It is also 
very elastic being able to stretch to 
140% of its length. For its size and 
strength, it is amazingly light weight. 
Enough web material to encircle the earth would weigh only 500 
grams!  
     As the web is spun, the distance between the strands is 
always related to the size of the spider. Too, there are up to eight 
varieties of silk used for different purposes. The spider extrudes 
the silk through paired "spinnerets" located at the tip of the 

abdomen. Most spiders have two to 
three pairs. Fiber size, as well as 
mechanical properties, can be 
controlled. The spider can coat some 
fibers with a special glue that helps to 
capture prey. Very interestingly, 
certain spiders can spin multiple 
strands of very fine fibers called 
gossamer. These are allowed to float 
in the wind; the spider hangs on and is 
transported to a different area. These 
are usually short distances, but sailors 
at sea have described spiders caught 
on the sails. 
      
The biochemical action producing 

spider silk has not been reproduced in the laboratory and is 
under study. Spider silk would be of enormous commercial 
value, particularly if produced at room temperature using a water 
medium. The amino acids are plentiful: figuring out how the 
spider does it is something else!.... 
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The Hunt of the Leopard 
 

Weighing up to 140 pounds the leopard is the largest of the spotted cats. Due to its 
nocturnal and secretive habits it is also the most elusive of the large cats. Leopards are 
stalkers and depend upon stealth and surprise to capture their prey. Their tree-climbing 
ability adds a third dimension to their hunts; it is a common tactic to leap out of trees onto 
prey. Leopards have tremendous strength and having made a kill will often carry it high into 
a tree to evade other predators. Once it is wedged into the fork of a tree branch, the Leopard 
can leave its kill, only returning when hungry to feed on it. The Oryx adult standing a little 
under four feet at the shoulder and weighing over 400 pounds is more than a Leopard would 
tackle; however, the youngsters are vulnerable. The following images were taken in 
Samburu, Kenya, East Africa, in September, 2010.  

Images by Lou Newman, Sarasota, Florida, USA. - Website:  www.lounewmanphotography.com 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

http://www.lounewmanphotography.com/
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NEW WEBSITE & EXHIBITS  –  Submitted by Gerrie Satz 

 

PaulBannick.com has been redesigned and will for the first time be regularly 
updated with new "fine-art print" and "stock photo" options.  Here you will also see 
up-to-date listings of speaking engagements, photo workshops and exhibits.  
     Speaking of exhibits, the Burke Museum of Natural History and Culture at the 
University of Washington will launch a new national traveling exhibit of 
conservation photography, based on Paul’s book "The Owl and the 
Woodpecker". The exhibit will be on view at the Burke Museum in Seattle from 

March 19 through August 7, 2011, and then will tour museums throughout the 
U.S.  More information can be found at www.paulbannick.com. 
     Another Exhibit, "The National Parks in Washington State" will be featured at 
the Washington State Convention Center from October 23rd through January 
13th, 2011. Paul is one of seven photographers featured.         
                    Details: http://www.wsctc.com/while_at_wsctc/art.aspx 
 

My 2011 calendars are now available for $15 plus shipping, packaging and taxes. You can email me at paul.bannick@gmail.com for 

the exact amount. Featuring 14 four-color full page-photos, this wall calendar is printed on FSC certified 30% recycled paper. Featured 
birds include an acorn woodpecker, white-tailed ptarmigans, peregrine falcon, boreal chickadee, sharp-tailed grouse, barn owl, western 
tanager, common nighthawk, burrowing owl, brown-capped rosy-finch, chestnut-sided warbler, sandhill crane, spruce grouse and 
northern saw-whet owl. 
 



 
ABSECON CREEK WATERSHED – Pleasantville – Part of New Jersey Audubon Trails System 

Photos above submitted by Gaylord Inman – Photos below submitted by anonymous photographer 



http://paulbannick.com/
http://www.paulbannick.com/
http://www.wsctc.com/while_at_wsctc/art.aspx
mailto:paul.bannick@gmail.com
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When submitting articles that have been printed elsewhere, 
PLEASE ask permission from the author before submitting. 

FREE color version PDF newsletter AT: AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net 
 

SUBMIT ALL ARTICLES AND PHOTOGRAPHS 
FOR SPRING ISSUE – Deadline is JANUARY 25, 2011 

 

Send to: donnaSL8@comcast.net - or Mail to: 

Donna Sleight, 719 Falcon Crest Court, Galloway, NJ 08205 - Phone: (609) 377-5795 
 

PHOTOS & ARTICLES PRESENTED FOR FUTURE PUBLICATION: Editor reserves the right to crop all photos and edit all 
articles submitted for publication according to space limitations (unless otherwise requested). 



 
 

ATLANTIC AUDUBON SOCIETY 
The South Jersey Chapter of the National Audubon Society 

Please contact AAS through our website: 

www.freewebs.com/atlanticaudubonsociety 
 

 
20010- 2011 OFFICERS: 
 
President: Becky Hedden   384-4599 
President Elect:  
Vice-President: L. James Meyers:    j9ames@yahoo.com 

Secretary: Lee Ellenberg   927-5720 

Treasurer: Janice Weisgerber   748-0842 
 

DIRECTORS: 
 
Al Martens   404-7791 
Gerrie Satz   485-0754 
John & Kathy Peterson  965-5748 

Gaylord Inman  645-1470 
 

 
COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS: (609) numbers 

 
Adopt-a-Road: Drosera Avenue  
   Kathy & John Peterson     965-5748 

Adopt-a-Road: Great Creek Road 
   Gaylord Inman 645-1470 
Audubon Adventures: Betsy Griffiths 652-1860 
Bird-a-thon (World Series of Birding): 
   Kris Arcuri 641-6578 
   Kevin Lippert 652-2367 
Conservation & Grants: Gaylord Inman  645-1470 

Education: Kris Arcuri  641-6578 
Field Trips: Beth Ann Spiegel 481-7761  
                 fieldtripsaas@gmail.com 
Finance: Ed Bristow  641-4671 
Fundraising: OPEN 

Hospitality: Gerrie Satz 485-0754 
Membership: Linda Gangi 242-5287 

Newsletter Editor: Donna Sleight  377-5795 

Programs: Becky Hedden  384-4599 

Publicity: Edna Schaffler 978-0316 
Refuge News: Ed Bristow  641-4671  
Scholarships: Betsy Griffiths  652-1860 
Web Master: Maurice Tremblay  266-4672 







 
 

“Fund-Raiser” 
 

Books Available (donation suggested) 
 

Raffle Table: Since this will be an on-going fund-
raiser (every meeting), please don’t forget to bring a 
donation (new or used) of nature items for our raffle 
table and/or any books you have finished. 
IDEAS: Individual plant cuttings taken from your 
gardens, seeds, bulbs – other items having a 
“nature” theme, such as: jewelry, calendars, books, 
humming bird feeders, bird houses, etc.  
     Please, on any used donations, make sure they 
are clean (especially feeders and bird houses). 


 

The 14th annual Great Backyard 
Bird Count (GBBC) is coming up 
February 18-21, 2011.  

     The four-day event is free and is 
open to bird watchers of all ages and 
skill levels. Participants watch birds for 
any length of time on one or more days 
of the count and enter their tallies at 
www.birdcount.org. The results provide 
a snapshot of the whereabouts of more 
than 600 bird species. The GBBC is a 
joint project of the National Audubon 
Society and the Cornell Lab of 

Ornithology with Canadian partner Bird Studies Canada.        
     Mid-February is chosen as the time for the GBBC because 
it offers a good picture of the birds typically found throughout 
the winter months. It also coincides with migration for some 
species, affording an opportunity to detect changes in timing 
for northward migration.  
     On the www.birdcount.org website, participants can explore 
real-time maps and charts that show what others are reporting 
during the count. The site has tips to help identify birds and 
special materials for educators. 
     Participants may also enter the GBBC photo contest by 
uploading images taken during the count. Many images will be 
featured in the GBBC website’s photo gallery. All participants 
are entered in a drawing for prizes that include bird feeders, 
binoculars, books, CDs, and many other great birding 
products. 
     For more information, visit: www.birdcount.org. Or contact 
the Cornell Lab of Ornithology at (800) 843-2473, 
gbbc@cornell.edu  or Audubon at (202) 861- 2242 ext. 3050, 
citizenscience@audubon.org. The GBBC is made possible, in 
part, by generous support from Wild Birds Unlimited. 

(American Robin photo by Nick Saunders) 
 

mailto:AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net
mailto:donnaSL8@comcast.net
http://www.freewebs.com/atlanticaudubonsociety
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.birdcount.org&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.birdcount.org&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.birdcount.org&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.audubon.org&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.audubon.org&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.birds.cornell.edu&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.birds.cornell.edu&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.bsc-eoc.org%2f&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.birdcount.org&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.birdsource.org%2fgbbc%2fgallery&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.birdcount.org&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631
mailto:gbbc@cornell.edu
mailto:citizenscience@audubon.org
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/NetCommunity/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.wbu.com%2f&srcid=25693&srctid=1&erid=4092631


 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

                     
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

DATE:                         Atlantic Audubon Society  MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
 

 (I understand that ALL my dues will support local chapter goals and activities.) 
 

As a member, The Atlantic Currents color newsletter is available to you by email. 
To begin receiving your free issues of Atlantic Currents, please sign up at: 

AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net – leave your name & email contact 

 
************************************************************************************************** 

Membership: (     ) $20 One Year       (     ) $35 Two Year      (     ) $15 Students/Seniors 
 

Please make check out to Atlantic Audubon Society - Mail check and membership form to: 
Atlantic Audubon Society PO Box 63, Absecon, NJ 08201 

 
***Please Print Information*** 

 

NAME: ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: _________________________________________  State: ________ Zip: _________ 
 
Phone: _______________________ * Email: _____________________________________ 

                                                                              (Required for free color version newsletter) 
 

Are you interested in helping with a committee or a board position?   YES (     ) NO (     ) 
 
What are some of your interests? _____________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
                
__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

To keep your newsletters 
arriving without 

interruption, please do not 
forget to keep your contact 

information up-to-date. 
 

This includes changes of: 
Address 

Phone Number 
Email 

 

Email changes to: 
donnaSL8@comcast.net 

OR 
AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net 

OR Call: 
(609) 377-5795 

 
Please keep your membership 
current by sending renewals to 

address on application. 
 THANK YOU! 
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